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Abstract: This article presents the methodology for developing a control laboratory project that
provides practical experience based on the ABET criteria. The project is structured around a portable
and cheap ball and beam whose integrated system is made using printed circuit boards as the first
task. For the expression of the plant, students are guided to execute the essential stages of the control
system design, from system modeling, through the design of the basic or advanced control strategy
in the MATLAB and Arduino environment, to the implementation and validation of the closed
loop. The proposed methods are clear and direct, greatly fostering the understanding of feedback
control techniques and enabling students to gain extensive knowledge in practical implementations
of control systems. The methodology is easy to interpret and modify in order to adopt it to any
computer, allowing for the implementation of new practical tasks in control courses. Additionally,
application examples and student-focused comments are included. This paper describes, in detail,
the implementation and development of six laboratory practices for control courses, which have been
developed based on ESP32 and other existing equipment.

Keywords: experimental platform; control courses; ABET; electrical engineering; open source software;
mechanical systems

1. Introduction

The dynamics of working in schools globally have changed due to COVID-19. The
development of new technologies and their adaptation to new virtual modalities has pre-
sented a challenge for current education since specialized materials have been a limitation
in implementing laboratory practices [1,2]. For this reason, new forms of education are
needed that are easy to apply and that the student can carry out autonomously with readily
available materials [3]. Two ways are currently presented to solve this problem: simulation
and emulation. However, the highest educational benefit can be achieved by using pilot
plants [4]. Since the practice is fundamental to consolidating the theoretical bases, it allows
for the development of new concepts and ideas of the student [5,6].

A second point to consider is that the projects focused on developing an experimental
platform are essential for engineering students. An example of this is the creation of the
ABET (Engineering Technology Accreditation Board) evaluation that states that a suitable
laboratory practice for students [7,8] should develop practical skills and not only theoretical
ones. Although the development of physical projects is a current need in the education
process of any engineering student, designing, integrating, and executing such practices
is a great challenge in developing countries such as Mexico due to the high number of
students and the difficulty involved in obtaining various specialized materials. A project
that attracts the attention of the student and that has the necessary material so that it can
be replicated with the least possible third-party intervention due to the current situation
can close the gap between theory and practice, thus providing a better understanding
of fundamental concepts. Control systems play an essential role in both academia and
industry [9].
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This framework proposes the development of an easy-to-use ball and beam platform,
which is used as standard and important laboratory equipment to validate and design
different control methods. The ball and beam is a non-linear dynamic system, has strong
coupling, and is underdriven and unstable, whose core is to study the balance of the ball
position [10]. As far as our knowledge is concerned, the design of a complete control system
mainly includes the design of the control model and the acquisition of the variables of the
system. This allows the student to have a test bench to implement different controls and
experiment with the modeling of the system. The experimental platform has a multidisci-
plinary approach that allows for connecting, generalizing, and transferring knowledge to
multiple real-life problems. The platform is carried out within the framework of the ABET
accreditation to guarantee the quality standard to demonstrate that a course covers the
established rubrics of the educational program [11].

Table 1 compares various methodological proposals for teaching control. The most
relevant projects for this work are described in detail below.

Ker et al. [12] established a ball and beam system using a pair of magnetic suspension
actuators for control practices, using a C8051F020 microcontroller for the PID control
implementation in a ball and beam system. Although the magnetic suspension system
showed the ability to be implemented in a ball and beam, the modeling process was
complicated, making it very difficult for most students to approach new control topics, in
addition to the physical implementation of the system. The system raises its difficulty. On
the other hand, the straightforward way of developing the system needs to be described,
which makes it difficult for the student to carry it out independently.

Alternatively, De la Torre et al. [13] presented the remote control of a ball and beam
system for control issues focused on fuzzy control. In this work, a user interface was
developed where the student is able to remotely control a physical plant and visualize the
results in real-time. However, this system limits the number of people who can interact
with the system. In addition, they need to develop the project design and implementation
skills necessary for engineering.

F. A. Candelas et al. [14] described the implementation of four laboratory experiments
for the Automation and Robotics courses, which have been developed based on Arduino.
The practices are: simple temperature control for the hot-end of a 3D printer through the use
of a PID, the automation of a Cartesian robot, the programming of humanoid robots, and
the programming of follower robots. The necessary materials and the general procedure to
follow are mentioned. However, a detailed description of the methodology to be tracked
needs to be included.

Andrés M. González-Vargas et al. [15] presented a portable servomechanism control
platform. The implemented software is open source and graphical interface modeling
through Scilab/XCos. In the same way, examples are given for implementing the system.
Muftah, Mohamed Naji et al. [16] presented a new cascaded fractional order PID controller
for an intelligent pneumatic actuator positioning system using particle swarm optimization.
The pneumatic system was modeled using the system identification technique. Finally,
Rahmat et al. [17] showed the design of a ball and beam for advanced control techniques
such as fuzzy and intelligent control. However, the platform was carried out virtually.
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Table 1. Comparison of various works focused on the teaching of control.

Ref. Description Availability of Additional
Material

[18]

A simulation platform for
quadcopter systems is presented.

The performance of the quadcopter
with self-tuning fuzzy PID

controllers was further compared
and investigated based on the
real-time simulation results.

Data of the x, y, and z axes obtained
during the development of the
project were compiled in xlsx

format.

[19]

This article presents a methodology
for building on a field

programmable gate array. The final
development of the project involves
designing a graphical user interface,

hardware description,
communication protocols, and

motion control implementation.

No additional material was found.

[8]

This article introduces a robot
motion controller. It is proposed

based on ABET by solving a
real-life problem. The main

objective of this project is to allow
engineering students to learn basic
concepts about embedded systems
and motion controllers for robotics

by applying them in practice.

No additional material was found.

[20]

This article presents a laboratory
project of a self-balancing robot.

Students are guided to execute the
essential stages of control system
design in the MATLAB/Simulink

environment, up to the
implementation and validation of

the closed loop.

No additional material was found.

[7]

This article presents low-cost
experiments for control systems
course lab sessions, introducing
them to feedback control system

modeling,
proportional-integral-derivative

(PID) controller design, root locus,
and Bode plots. Experiments are
organized around Arduino-based
identification and the control of a
DC motor via Matlab/Simulink.

No additional material was found.

[21]

This work introduces an algorithm
used to synthesize a digital

proportional-derivative controller
oriented to low-resource

microcontrollers (microcontrollers
without floating point units).

No additional material was found.

Considering the pedagogical part, the simulation of physical and mathematical models
and the design of prototypes is the core of teaching methodologies, mainly in engineer-
ing. Derived from this fact, laboratory courses help students to increase their practical
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skills [22,23]. Due to this, researchers and teachers are developing various teaching strate-
gies to improve the current way of teaching.

The main outcomes of this project are:

1. To provide a methodological basis for the analysis of controlled plants.
2. To detail some of the classic and advanced control techniques that can be used to

control them.
3. To train students to apply the knowledge acquired to control real plants.
4. To offer teachers a proposal for evaluating practices based on ABET.

This work is divided as follows. Section 2 deals with the description of the control
platform based on microcontrollers. Section 3 describes the practical sequence carried
out and the qualitative and quantitative evaluation from the pedagogical point of view of
including the control platform. Finally, Section 5 shows the conclusions obtained.

2. Materials and Methods

The central objective of this work was to make tools available to control students that
allow them to improve their understanding of theory through practice, developing a project
that encompasses much knowledge and multiple diverse skills focused on solving practical
engineering problems. The proposed model consists of the control of a ball and a beam,
which includes the position control of a DC motor and the distance control of a ball on
a rail. The programming of the plant was carried out in a microcontroller thanks to its
ease of use. Instead, plant identification and subsequent control tuning were performed
in MATLAB, and a LabVIEW GUI was developed for motor parameter identification. It
should be noted that the necessary materials, such as power supplies, microcontrollers, DC
motors, etc., are readily available.

The materials used in the implementation of the system are detailed in the Table 2.
The items listed include the necessary components, as well as their respective vendors and
approximate costs.

Table 2. List of materials.

Item Vendor Approximate Cost

70:1 Metal gearmotor 37D × 70L mm 12 V
64CPR Encoder Pololu USD 51

Universal Aluminum Mounting Hub for 6
mm Shaft Pololu USD 9

VL53L0X Time-of-Flight Distance Sensor Pololu USD 15

Switching power supply 12 V 10 A Amazon USD 24

ESP8266 NODEMCU Amazon USD 9

L298N Dual Full-Bridge Motor Driver Pololu USD 10

4n25 Optocoupler (×4) Newark USD 3

74LS08 and gate (×4) UNIT Electronics USD 2

Miscellaneous (base, screws, aluminum rail,
3D prints cost) - USD 5

2.1. Description of Platform

A 37D × 70L mm metal geared motor with 64 CPR Encoder from pololu was pur-
chased for experimentation. Its main technical characteristics are nominal voltage of 12 V,
maximum speed without load of 150 revolutions per minute, maximum current of 5.5 A,
4480 counts per revolution of the output shaft of the gearbox giving a transmission ratio
of 70:1, and torque at maximum efficiency of 3.2 kgfcm. The transmission output was
attached to a 50 × 2 cm aluminum rail, which is shown in Figure 1a,b using the printed
part shown in Figure 1c and a Pololu Universal Aluminum Mounting Hub for 6 mm Shaft.
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Three-dimensional printing was used for prototyping the ball and beam braking parts
as 3D printing is increasingly used in industrial applications for its high performance,
rapid prototyping, and intuitive design tools [24]. Figure 2 shows the rail with the motor
coupling.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. Representation of the dimensions of the rail and coupling used. (a) View of the aluminum
rail used. (b) Measurement of the aluminum used for ball and beam, where a is equal to 2 cm, b is
equal to 2 cm, and c is equal to 1 mm. (c) Pololu Universal Aluminum Mounting Hub for 6 mm Shaft.

Figure 2. Final assembly of the coupling on the rail using one of the 3D-printed parts.

Once the rail was mounted on the aluminum cover, two plastic pieces were placed
on it, which were adjusted using an M3 screw on one of its sides, serving as a physical
stop for the ball moving on the rail to avoid hitting the sensor. The second piece allows for
placing the vl53l0x, which is based on a time-to-flight (ToF) distance measurement system
that allows for a precise measurement of the time it takes for light to travel from the closest
object and return, reflected the sensor. It uses this principle to measure distances by the
latest-generation infrared laser, capturing distances between 5 cm and 2 m. This sensor
measures the position of the ball on the axis with respect to one of the ends. The final
assembly is shown in Figure 3. The innermost rail pieces are placed 15 cm off-center on
both sides to give a total length of 30 cm or 0.3 m. By comparison, the two outermost pieces
are 17.5 cm off-center to eliminate distances where the sensor cannot reliably read.

Figure 3. Final assembly of 3D-printed parts (scaffolding for the distance sensor and stopper) on the
aluminum rail.

The power used for the motor was a switched source of 12 V at 10 A. The L298N H-
bridge driver was used to control the direction and speed of rotation of the motor through
PWM signals. The student works with the ESP8266 microcontroller (NODE MCU); however,
the system implemented in this work is intended to be used with any microcontroller that
has two general purpose input/output (GPIO), a PWM output, I2C communication, serial
communication and two GPIO with interruption for reading the encoder. For protection
of the control stage (low power) of the motor (high-power stage), 4n25 optocouplers were
used. Figure 4 shows the full system.
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Figure 4. Full system, including microcontroller and power electronics.

Figure 5 shows the electrical schematic of the implemented instrumentation. Inputs
for the connection of the VL53L0X distance sensor named H4 are shown. There is also a
connection to the microcontroller for I2C communication named H6. On the other hand,
there is the H7 connection, which corresponds to the control outputs of the microcontroller
towards the H bridge (L298N). These control outputs pass through the optocouplers U4,
U5, and U6, which are connected to an AND gate (74LS08) to carry out the mechanical
braking, which consists of sending two pulses simultaneously to both motor inputs to
generate the braking. The AND gates are connected to the H2 output directed to the
H-bridge input. The instrumentation card also has the H1 input corresponding to the motor
input in conjunction with the encoder input (channel A, channel B, 3.3 V, and GND). H3
corresponds to the encoder reading input to the microcontroller, H5 is the H-bridge output
to the motor, and H9 is the power provided by the microcontroller or an external source to
the low-power elements (sensor and encoder). Finally, J1 is at the power input of the motor
and the instrumentation card that, through a 7805 regulator (U2), lowers the input voltage
to 5 V to power the AND gate and the optocouplers. Table 3 shows the logical truth table
corresponding to the rotation of the motor, which is executed by the AND gate.

4N25
U6

1

2

NC3 4

5

6

1k
R5

GND2

1k
R6

4N25
U5

1

2

NC3 4

5

6

GND

GND

+5V1

+5V1
1k
R3

1k
R4

GND2

74LS08
U3.1

GND 7VCC 14

1 2
3

GND2

1k
R2

1k
R1+5V1GND

4N25
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1
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5

6
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VO 3

GND

GND2

12V +5V1
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1 2

Molex Motor
H1

1 2 3 4 5 6

motor supply voltage
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3.3V

GND

Vl53l0x
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1 2 3 4 5 6
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GND

+5V1 GND2+5V1 GND2

74LS08
U3.3

GND 7VCC 14

8
9 10

10uF
C2

10nF
C1

H-bridge supply voltage
J1

1 2
3 4

GND

H-bridge control
H7

1
2
3
4 GND

Encoder Channels

H33 12

GND

12V
12V

GND2

GND2

Input voltage
H9

1 2

GND

3.3V

I2C communication
H63 12

Figure 5. Development board schematic.
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Table 3. Truth table of AND logic gates for motor rotation activation.

GPIO1 GPIO2 PWM Function

DISABLE DISABLE DISABLE Engine braking
DISABLE DISABLE ENABLE Engine braking
DISABLE ENABLE DISABLE Engine braking
DISABLE ENABLE ENABLE Turn left
ENABLE DISABLE DISABLE Engine braking
ENABLE DISABLE ENABLE Turn right
ENABLE ENABLE DISABLE Engine braking
ENABLE ENABLE ENABLE Engine braking

2.2. A Dynamic Model of DC Motor

The modeling of the DC motor is given in order for the student to understand the
nature of the plant. Taking into consideration the engine as an electromechanical system,
the mathematical model of the DC motor is obtained by separately modeling the electrical
subsystem and the mechanical subsystem. Basic concepts such as delay time, rise time,
peak time, overshoot, and settlement time are explained.

A direct current motor is a machine that converts electrical energy into mechanical
energy, causing a rotary movement thanks to the action of a magnetic field. It is mainly
composed of two parts:

• The stator provides mechanical support and contains the poles of the machine.
• The rotor, generally cylindrical in shape, is fed with direct current through the collector

formed by thin tubes. The blades are usually made of copper and are in alternating
contact with the fixed brushes.

The basic operating principle of a direct current motor is explained from the case of a
loop of conductive material immersed in a magnetic field, to which, a voltage is applied
between its ends so that it circulates through a current. In this case, the loop constitutes
the rotor of the motor, and the magnets that produce the magnetic field constitute the
stator [25]. Figure 6 shows the internal wiring of the motor from an electronic point of view.

+

-

+

-

va

Ra
La

Loadia

ω, 
J, b

Rf Lf

vf

if

Tm

ea

+

-

Figure 6. Internal wiring of the motor from an electronic point of view.
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J is the moment of inertia referred to the motor shaft, b is the viscous friction coefficient
referred to the motor shaft, ω is the angular velocity of the motor shaft, ia(t) is the armature
current, va(t) is the armature voltage, i f (t) is the field current, v f (t) is the field voltage,
Tm(t) is the torque developed by the motor, La is the inductance in the armature, Ra is the
armature resistance, ea(t) is the counter-electromotive force, and Ka and Km are constants
of the motor.

The armature-controlled DC motor uses the armature current (ia(t)) as the system
control variable. The field in the stator is established by a permanent magnet. Obtaining the
equations that describe the behavior of the system results from applying a mesh analysis
on the reinforcement [26]:

va(t) = Raia(t) + La
d(ia(t))

dt
+ ea(t) (1)

where the terms shown refer to the armature of the motor and thus can be defined as: La
is the inductance, ia(t) is the current, Ra is the resistance, va(t) is the applied voltage, and
ea(t) is the counter-electromotive force. Solving for the derivative remains:

La
d(ia(t))

dt
= va(t)− Raia(t)− ea(t) (2)

Equation (3) describes the mechanical part of the motor. Solving for the derivative,
Equation (4) is calculated.

Tm(t) = J
d(ω(t))

dt
+ bω(t) (3)

J
d(ω(t))

dt
= Tm(t)− bω(t) (4)

It is assumed that there is a proportional relationship, Ka, between the voltage induced
in the armature and the angular velocity of the motor shaft, from which, it is possible
to obtain:

ea(t) = Kaω(t) (5)

In the same way, it is assumed in the mechanical part that the electro-mechanical
relationship established in the torque is proportional to the electric current through Km
as follows:

Tm(t) = Kmia(t) (6)

Then, Equations (2) and (4)–(6) describe the behavior of the physical system. It is
important to mention that, for many direct current motors, the armature time constant,
τa = La

Ra
, is negligible [27]; therefore, the following transfer function is proposed, which

relates the position of the motor shaft to the armature voltage:

Θ(s)
Va(s)

=
Km

s[Ra(Js + b) + KaKm]
(7)

In the specific case of the ball and beam, by adding the weight of the rail on the motor
shaft, the moment of inertia J is:

J = n2 Jm + JL (8)

where n2 is the ratio between the number of teeth of the gear of the motor shaft and the
shaft of the rod, Jm is the inertia of the motor rotor, and Jb is the inertia of the rod.

Similarly, the coefficient of friction is defined as:

b = n2bm + bL (9)
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where bm is the coefficient of friction of the motor rotor, and Jb is the coefficient of friction
of the rod.

The equations that relate the variables of interest to the armature stress are presented
in the Laplace domain in Table 4.

Table 4. Function transfers of DC motor according to the inputs and outputs.

Relationship Transfer Function

Electromotive force/Armature tension Ea(s)
Va(s)

= KmKa
La Js2+(Ra J+Lab)s+Rab+KaKm

Armature current/Armature voltage Ia(s)
Va(s)

= Js+b
La Js2+(Ra J+Lab)s+Rab+KaKm

Angular velocity/Armature tension Ω(s)
Va(s)

= Km
La Js2+(Ra J+Lab)s+Rab+KaKm

Armature position/tension Θ(s)
Va(s)

= Km
s(La Js2+(Ra J+Lab)s+Rab+KaKm)

Motor torque/Armature tension Tm(s)
Va(s)

= Km(sJ+b)
La Js2+(Ra J+Lab)s+Rab+KaKm

The objective of the experimental identification process is to obtain the mathematical
model of the plant using specific inputs; for example, using a step signal. The block diagram
of the closed control loop for the control of the position of the motor shaft with respect
to the voting is shown in Figure 7. The mathematical model used for identification is
presented below [28]:

Θ(s)
Va(s)

=
Ck

s(s + Cp)
(10)

where Ck =
Km
Ra J y Cp = Rab+KmKa

Ra J .
Proportional control is used to find the parameters that define the plant. The block

diagram of the proposed system is presented in the following figure:

Figure 7. Closed loop DC motor proportional control block diagram.

The closed-loop transfer function of the presented block diagram is shown in Equation (11).

Θ(s)
Va(s)

=

KpCk
s(s+Cp)

1 + KpCk
s(s+Cp)

=
kpCk

s2 + Cps + kpCk
(11)

The objective of the procedure is to increase the proportional constant kp until ob-
taining an underdamped response. After performing the process, it is expected that the
response of the model has a behavior similar to that presented in Figure 8.
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A
m
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itu

de
 (r
ad

)

tr tp ts

time (s)

Vf

Vp

Figure 8. Closed loop response of motor shaft position with proportional control.

tr is the time elapsed until the system reaches its final value for the first time, tp is
the time required for the response to obtain the first peak of the overshoot, ts is the time
needed for the curve response rate to reach and stay within a range near the final value,
which is usually within 2% or 5%, and Vf is the final value of the system response. Finally,
Vp is the value of the first overshoot. At this point, the equations of the plant parameters
are defined. When performing the recognition of the variables, it is observed that it is a
second-order system, and it is possible to propose [29,30]:

kpCk

s2 + Cps + kpCk
=

ωn
2

s2 + 2ζωn2s + ωn2 (12)

From Equation (12), the following is used:

Cp = 2ζωn (13)

ωn
2 = kpCk (14)

From Equation (14), it is obtained that:

Ck =
ωn

2

kp
(15)

Once the relationships of the constants that describe the engine model have been
found, it is possible to calculate them, considering the maximum overshoot Mp, which
is the magnitude of the first overshoot that occurs in the peak time measured from the
reference signal.

Mp = 100e
ζπ√
1−ζ2 =

c(tp)− c(∞)

c(∞)
(16)

c(tp) is the output value of the system at peak time and c(∞) is the output value of
the steady state system.

Applying the natural logarithm in Equation (16), it is obtained that:

Ln
(

Mp

100

)
=

ζπ√
1− ζ2

(17)
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From Equation (17), it is obtained that:

ζ =
|Ln
(

Mp
100

)
|√(

Ln
(

Mp
100

))2
+ π2

(18)

For an underdamped system, the rise time (tr) is defined as:

tr =
1

ωd
tan−1

(
ωd
−σ

)
=

π − β

ωd
(19)

β = tan−1( ωd
−σ

)
, σ = ζωn y ωd = ωn

√
1− ζ2 is called the damped oscillation frequency.

From Equation (19), it is obtained that:

ωd =
1
tr

tan−1

(
π −

√
1− ζ2

ζ

)
(20)

Finally, ωn is calculated from the following relation:

ωn =
ωd√
1− ζ2

(21)

Once ωn and ζ have been calculated, it is possible to find the constants that describe
the behavior of the engine, Ck and Cp.

Proposal for DC Motor Identification

In order to facilitate the previously detailed calculations of developing an application
in LabVIEW, which was ported to an installable file so that it can be used on any computer
without having LabVIEW installed, the developed interface is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Graphical interface of the DC motor constants calculator.

The motor identification was performed using a reference of Re f = π
8 rad, and a

supply voltage of V = 12 V using the next equation, Kp, is defined:

Kp =
V

Re f
= 30.5 (22)

After performing the experiment under these conditions, the values were c(tp) =
0.5066 rad, c(∞) = 0.3927 rad, and tr = 0.164 s. According to the values given by the
developed calculator, the values obtained for Ck and Cp are 5.33 and 9.35, respectively.
Then, using these values along with Equation (10) results in the transfer function that
describes the system:

Θ(s)
Va(s)

=
5.333

s(s + 9.35)
(23)
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Figure 10 compares the mathematical model obtained against the data of the propor-
tional control of the motor shaft. It is observed that both the uphill and downhill slopes are
almost identical between the two graphs. However, a slight gap is shown. This may be due
to the non-linearities of the motor, which are not considered within the model. It should be
noted that the identification presented is made with the rail attached to the motor shaft.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Time(s)

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6
S

h
a
ft
 p

o
s
it
io

n
 (

ra
d
)

X: 0.164

Y: 0.3927

X: 0.248

Y: 0.5066

X: 1.024

Y: 0.3927

Figure 10. Comparison of the mathematical model obtained against the data of the proportional
control of the motor shaft.

2.3. A Dynamic Model of Ball and Beam

The ball and beam system is a famous educational prototype in system control. When
considering the complete model of the mechanism, it is discovered that it is non-linear
and difficult to control due to the centrifugal force generated by the rotation of the rod.
However, this phenomenon is relevant only when the speed of the rod is very high. Other
non-linearities may be caused by different sources of friction; for example, the inner friction
of the actuator, which can be taken into account when estimating the mathematical model
that describes it, or the aerodynamic drag on the ball, which only becomes relevant when it
is moving at high speeds. If it is assumed that the rod and ball move at low velocities and
that the rod only describes angles close to the horizontal, then the model is linear and is a
good test bed for classical control techniques. Figure 11 shows a simplified representation
of the physical dynamics of the ball and beam [30].

𝜃

𝑥

𝑅

r

Figure 11. Ball and beam system, where x is the position of the ball measured from the left end of the
rail, θ is the inclination of the rail with respect to the horizontal, and R and r represent, respectively,
the radius of the ball (spherical) and the radius of gyration of the ball about the edges of the channel.
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The connection of the rod with the motor is modeled in the same way as in Section 2.2
since, in this specific situation, the rod performs the function of the load on the shaft. On the
other hand, the following procedure is carried out to model the fall of the ball on the rail.

It is assumed that the inclination θ of the rod produces any displacement x of the ball.
The sought mathematical model is obtained by applying Newton’s second law to describe
the translational motion of the ball, which has two components: (1) the translational motion
of a particle with mass m and (2) the rotational motion about its axis of a sphere with mass
m [30–32].

Initially, the ball is stationary, and turning the rail causes, due to friction, the ball to
rotate (without changing its position in space). If ω is the angular velocity with which the
ball rotates and v is the velocity with which the channel slides to the left, then:

ω× r = v (24)

where × signifies the cross product of two vectors. By leveraging the fact that the angular
velocity and the radius are perpendicular, the expression can be written in terms of the
magnitudes of the vectors involved as:

ωr = v (25)

ω̇r =
v̇
r

(26)

Let f be the force that the channel exerts on the ball and that causes it to rotate.
Note that this force is applied at a distance r from the center of the ball. Then, rf is the
torque exerted by the channel on the ball. Applying Newton’s second law to this situation,
we obtain:

Jbω̇ = f r (27)

f =
2
5

mv̇
R2

r2 (28)

where Jb =
2
5

mR2, and is the inertia of a solid sphere of mass m and radius R that rotates
on its own axis (ball).

Now the ball starts to move, and the channel remains at rest, so its position x now
changes and the velocity and acceleration of the ball are given as (assume that the ball rolls
over the edges of the channel without skidding):

ẋ = −v, ẍ = −v̇ (29)

Then, f is the equivalent force that the rotating movement of the ball exerts on itself,
contributing to its displacement along the channel. With this background, Newton’s second
law can be applied to the translational motion of the pellet, considering that, in addition to
the effect of gravity, there is a force f that the rotation of the pellet exerts on itself:

mẍ = f + mgsin(θ) (30)

Therefore, using the previous definitions of Equations (28) and (29), we obtain:

mẍ = −2
5

mẍ
R2

r2 + mgsin(θ) (31)

where g is the constant of gravity.
After simplifying the above equation, the following is obtained:(

1 +
2
5

R2

r2

)
ẍ = gsin(θ) (32)
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As mentioned at the beginning, it was taken into account that θ will take values close
to 0; therefore, the following consideration can be made:

sin(θ) ≈ θ (33)

Therefore, Equation (32) is considered as follows:(
1 +

2
5

R2

r2

)
ẍ = gθ (34)

By applying the Laplace transform with the initial values equal to 0, the following
expression is obtained:

X(s)
θ(s)

=
c
s2 (35)

where c is defined as

c =
g

1 +
2
5

R2

r2

(36)

Figure 12 shows the block diagram of the control loops to be implemented in the ball
and beam. It is a system in which the position of a sphere on a bar or rail is controlled
by modifying its inclination. Due to gravity, the rotation of the sphere is confined to the
channel located on the upper face of the bar [30].

PID PID
𝐶𝑘

𝑠(𝑠 + 𝐶𝑝)

𝑐

𝑠2
𝑋𝑑(𝑠)

+- +-

𝐸𝑚(𝑠) 𝜃𝑚(𝑠) 𝐸𝑒(𝑠) 𝑈𝑒(𝑠) 𝜃𝑒(𝑠) 𝑋(𝑠)

Figure 12. Ball and beam system block diagram. The blue box encloses the master control loop,
whereas the red has the slave control loop.

Xd(s) is the desired position of the ball over the rail, X(s) is the actual position of the
ball, Em(s) is the error between the desired position and the current position of the ball,
Ee(s) is the error in between the desired position of the motor shaft and the actual position
of the motor shaft, Θm(s) is the reference angular position, Θe(s) is the output angular
position of the slave loop, Ue(s) is the control effort of the controller slave, and c is the
motion constant of the ball [30].

The length of the rail presented in this work is 0.3 m. It is defined that position 0 is
located in the center of the rail, whereas positions −0.15 m and 0.15 m are located at each
end. The constant c is obtained in the following way. The motor shaft angle is set to a
known value. The ball is placed at the end of the sensor (−0.15 m) and dropped until it
reaches a value of 0.15 m. Subsequently, using Equation (37), the value of c closest to the
graph made from the measurement values is proposed. It is essential to mention that the
values obtained by the sensor must be restored to the initial value obtained in order to
obtain the distance traveled by the ball in time t [30].

cΘ0t2

2
(37)

where Θ is the initial angle of the rail, t is the sampling time of the sensor, and c is the
parameter of the fall of the ball on the rail.
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Proposal for Ball and Beam Identification

The first step is to calibrate the sensor since the output given by the vl53l0x is an integer
value in mm that takes the sensor as a reference of zero. Due to this and because it is necessary
to place reference zero in the middle of the rail, it is necessary to conduct a linearization of
the sensor values according to our needs. Three measurements are taken at distances of 0 m,
0.05 m, 0.1 m,−0.05 m, and−0.1 m. With the values obtained, the linear regression calculation
is applied to obtain the equation of a straight line that allows us to calculate the distance
from sensor data. Table 5 shows an example of data acquisition to obtain the equation of the
line.The equation of the resulting line is shown in Equation (38), where x is the value given by
the distance sensor and y is the position of the ball on the rail [30].

y = −0.0009x + 0.1822 (38)

Table 5. Values for position sensor calibration.

Sensor Values Position of the Ball on the Rail

329 mm −0.1 m
267 mm −0.05 m
217 mm 0 m
154 mm 0.05 m
96 mm 0.1 m

336 mm −0.1 m
265 mm −0.05 m
212 mm 0 m
152 mm 0.05 m
96 mm 0.1 m

327 mm −0.1 m
262 mm −0.05 m
217 mm 0 m
158 mm 0.05 m
94 mm 0.1 m

The linear relationship between the variables x and y was evaluated using the coeffi-
cient of determination or R2 since an accurate reading of the position of the ball is crucial.
As a result, R2 = 0.997 was obtained, indicating a very reliable model for future forecasts.

Once the calibration was performed, the value c was calculated for the identification
of the fall of the ball on the rail. For the identification of c, an angle of 0.17 radians or
10 degrees was selected, and there was a sampling frequency of 0.04 s (40 ms) because
the position sensor vl53l0x has a maximum response speed of 0.033 s (33 ms) [33]. As
mentioned in the previous section, the ball was dropped on the rail starting from the sensor,
and the resulting graph was compared with that given by Equation (38). Figure 13 shows
the result of the experimental part and the mathematical modeling with c = 7.46. For the
experimentation, a 60 mm diameter polyurethane foam ball was used.

The value of c was calculated by performing a nonlinear regression using the method
of least squares, which aims to minimize the sum of squares of the error between the given
function (37) and the real values. The value of R2 obtained is 0.991.
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Figure 13. Mathematical model of the dynamics of the fall of the ball in comparison with the natural
dynamics of the fall.

Figure 14 shows the ball and beam control block diagram in a closed loop, with the
plant constants identified; thus, the next step is to tune the PID controllers.

PID PID
5.33

𝑠(𝑠 + 9.35)

7.9

𝑠2

𝑋𝑑(𝑠)
+- +-

𝐸𝑚(𝑠) 𝜃𝑚(𝑠) 𝐸𝑒(𝑠) 𝑈𝑒(𝑠) 𝜃𝑒(𝑠) 𝑋(𝑠)

Figure 14. The block diagram of the ball and beam control in closed loop, with the plant constants
identified.

2.4. PID Controller

A controller compares the actual value of the output of a plant with the desired value,
calculates the error between both variables, and produces a control signal that reduces the
error to zero or a negligible value [34,35].

Proportional control action: The control action of a proportional controller is the
relationship between the output of the system y(t) and the error e(t). This relationship is
defined in Equation (39).

y(t) = Kpe(t) (39)

The transfer function of the proportional control in the Laplace space is defined in
Equation (40). Kp is considered as the proportional gain.

Y(s)
E(s)

= Kp (40)

Integral control action: This control action, as its name indicates, calculates the integral
of the error signal e(t) as shown in Equation (41).

y(t) = Ki

∫ t

0
e(t)dt (41)

The transfer function of the integral control in the Laplace space is defined in Equation (42).
Ki is considered the integral gain.
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Y(s)
E(s)

=
Ki
s

(42)

Derivative control action: This control action is proportional to the derivative of the
error signal e(t). The derivative of the error is another way of calling the “speed” of the
error. Its equation as a function of time is shown in (43).

y(t) = Kd
d(e(t))

dt
(43)

The transfer function of the derivative control in the Laplace space is defined in
Equation (44). Kd is considered as the derivative gain.

Y(s)
E(s)

= Kds (44)

Proportional-integral-derivative control action: The sum of the proportional, integral,
and derivative control action is called PID control action. The equation that defines this
controller is given by Equation (45).

y(t) = Kpe(t) + Ki

∫ t

0
e(t)dt + Kd

d(e(t))
dt

(45)

The transfer function of a PID controller is given by Equation (46).

Y(s)
E(s)

= Kp +
Ki
s
+ Kds (46)

Algorithm 1 shows a pseudocode of the PID controller implementation for motor shaft
position control.

Algorithm 1 PID control pseudocode for motor shaft position.

Define the desired position of the motor shaft (DP)
Define sampling time (ts)
Define Kp, Kd, Ki
previous error = 0
integral error = 0
while (1) do

if sampling time passed then
Calculate the current position of the motor shaft (P)
error = DP− P

derivative error =
error− previous error

ts
integral error = (integral error + error) ∗ ts
output = Kp ∗ error + Kd ∗ derivative error + Ki ∗ integral error
previous error = error

end if
end while

Proposal for PID Controller Tuning

After having obtained the model of the plant, the proportional-derivative controller of
the slave loop was adjusted, which is shown in Figure 15. This adjustment was made using
the MatLab Sisotool tool. It must be considered that the design requirements are tr = 0.1 s
and Mp = 30% as the maximum values. For this, the root locus method was used, which
bases its operation on varying a gain from 0 to ∞ [36]. In order for the system response
to meet the requirements of the rise time and overshoot, the poles in the system’s closed
loop must be −7.422± 19.3677i. The graphical interface shown in Figure 16 was used to
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calculate the desired poles. It is essential to highlight that the calculator only allows us to
calculate the necessary poles to comply with the DC motor control instructions.

PID
5.33

𝑠(𝑠 + 9.35)
+-

𝜃𝑚(𝑠) 𝐸𝑒(𝑠) 𝑈𝑒(𝑠) 𝜃𝑒(𝑠)

Figure 15. Slave control loop block diagram.

Figure 16. Graphical interface for calculating the desired poles for the use of the locus of roots.

Figure 17 shows the locus of the roots for the motor implemented throughout this
proposal. According to the results given by Sisotool, to reach these poles in a closed loop, a
Kp = 79.2 and a Kd = 1.03 are necessary. Figure 18a shows the block diagram with the PID
controller values, and Figure 18b shows the block diagram after the reduction, resulting in
a single transfer function.
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Figure 17. Locus of roots for the transfer function of a DC motor.

Figure 19a shows the response of the motor shaft in a closed loop applying the PD
controller. It can be seen that it does not arrive even though the voltage signal shown in
Figure 19b is 0.37. However, the motor being implemented begins its movement from 0.8 V.
This non-linearity is not simulated in the given transfer function, so it must be considered,
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if necessary, through the fine adjustment of the control variables. On the other hand, it
is observed that there is an overshoot of 34.7% and a rise time of 0.1 s. This additional
overshoot is due, as mentioned above, to non-linearities present in the motor.

79.2 + 1.03𝑠
5.33

𝑠(𝑠 + 9.35)
+-

𝜃𝑚(𝑠) 𝐸𝑒(𝑠) 𝑈𝑒(𝑠) 𝜃𝑒(𝑠)

(a)

5.493 𝑠 + 422.4

𝑠2 + 14.84 𝑠 + 422.4

𝜃𝑚(𝑠) 𝜃𝑒(𝑠)

(b)
Figure 18. Graphs resulting from (a) position control of the slave loop motor axis and (b) control
voltage resulting from the calculated PD.
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Figure 19. (a) Block diagram with the values of the PID controller; (b) block diagram after the
reduction in the block diagram.
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Once the slave loop is finished, the master loop is tuned. For this, a PD control is used.
The first step is to perform the diagram reduction shown in Figure 14, which results in the
block diagram of Figure 20.

PID
𝑋𝑑(𝑠)

+-

𝐸𝑚(𝑠) 𝜃𝑚(𝑠) 𝑋(𝑠)7.9(5.493 𝑠 + 422.4)

𝑠2(𝑠2 + 14.84 𝑠 + 422.4)

Figure 20. Reduced master loop block diagram.

The master controller design requirements are tr less than 1 s and Mp less than 30%.
The controller parameters were obtained using the MATLAB Sisotool tool, resulting in
kp = 0.782 and kd = 0.34. However, after carrying out the experimentation, manual adjust-
ments were made to improve the control of the ball on the rail, resulting in kp = 0.935,
kd = 0.195, and the addition of ki = 0.075. These were in order to eliminate the error in the
stationary state caused by the non-linearities of the plant. Figure 21 shows the position of
the ball on the rail in contrast to the desired reference value. The overshoot achieved was
lower than expected, having a value of 25%. On the other hand, a rise time of 0.77 s was
reached.
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Figure 21. Position of the ball on the rail in contrast to the desired reference value.

It can be seen that the reference value of 0.1 m has the most significant control error.
This is because the position is furthest from the sensor, so the measurement error directly
affects control. In the same way, there is not a constant steady-state value. On the other
hand, there is a slight oscillation in the position. This is due to the resolution of the sensor
and its constant oscillation of the distance measurement.

3. Practical Sequence and Project Evaluation

The evaluation was carried out taking into account the ABET criteria, such as [22,37]:

• College-level mathematics: College -level mathematics consist of mathematics that
require a degree of mathematical sophistication. Some examples of college-level
math include calculus, differential equations, probability, statistics, linear algebra, and
discrete math.

• Complex Engineering Problems: Complex engineering problems include one or more
of the following characteristics: they involve far-reaching or conflicting technical
problems that have no obvious solution; address problems not covered by current
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standards and codes; involve diverse groups of stakeholders, including many compo-
nents or sub-issues, involving multiple disciplines or having significant consequences
in various contexts.

• Engineering Design: This is creating a system, component, or process to meet desired
needs and specifications within constraints. It is an iterative, creative, and decision-
making process in which basic science, mathematics, and engineering science are
applied to turn resources into solutions.

• Engineering sciences: These build on basic math and science, but take knowledge
further into the creative application needed to solve engineering problems. These
studies bridge basic mathematics and science on the one hand and engineering practice
on the other.

• Teamwork: A team involves more than one person working toward a common goal
and should include people from diverse backgrounds, skills, or perspectives.

The following aspects in students are sought to be developed:

1. The ability to identify, formulate, and solve complex engineering problems by apply-
ing engineering, science, and mathematics principles.

2. The ability to apply engineering design to produce solutions that meet specific needs
considering public health, safety, and welfare, as well as global, cultural, social,
environmental, and economic factors.

3. Functioning effectively on a team whose members provide leadership, create a collab-
orative and inclusive environment, set goals, plan tasks, and meet objectives.

4. The ability to develop and perform appropriate experimentation, analyze and inter-
pret data, and use engineering judgment to conclusions.

5. The ability to acquire and apply new knowledge as needed using appropriate learning
strategies.

The practices necessary to carry out the methodology described above and reinforce
the objectives mentioned at the beginning of this section are described below in Table 6.

Table 6. Description of the practices that must be carried out for the completion of the project.

Practice Objective Duration Expected Results

1. Hardware description: In this
practice, the electronics and
hardware are designed and

implemented to carry out the ball
and beam.

In this practice, the electronics and
hardware are designed and

implemented to carry out the ball
and beam.

15 h

It is expected that the plant
(ball and beam) is in operation,

which involves a printed
circuit board, the rail, stop
pieces, and sensor support.

2. Graphical user interface: In this
practice, the operation of the

interface designed for this work is
understood, and, in turn, the
student is given the necessary

tools to develop their own.

The mathematics behind motor
model identification is understood.

This knowledge is used to develop a
user interface focused on DC motor

identification based on the
interface presented.

10 h

A user interface is expected to
be capable of calculating the

constants of the motor transfer
function and the poles

required to achieve the control
instruction.

3. Identification of DC motor
parameters: The motor function
was calculated with the interface

developed in the previous
practice.

That the student can read the data of
the encoder to obtain the necessary

data for the calculation of the transfer
function of the motor. For this

objective, it is essential to develop
and strengthen knowledge of

programming and communication
protocols in specific UART.

10 h

It is expected to have the
transfer function that

describes the motor and the
necessary code for

implementing a PID
controller.
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Table 6. Cont.

Practice Objective Duration Expected Results

4. Design and implementation of
a PD position controller: Using

the locus of the roots, calculate the
PID control constants and

implement it with the code
developed for motor position

control in the previous practice.

To understand the importance and
effect of each PID constant, in

addition to understanding and
carrying out the design and

implementation of the motor shaft
position control, and in addition to
facing the non-linearities that real

systems present.

20 h

Position control of the motor
shaft that complies with the

defined instructions
Mp ≤ 30% and tr ≤ 0.1 s.

5. Calibration of the distance
sensor and identification of the

parameters of the ball on the rail:
Once the position control of the
motor is obtained, the position
sensor is calibrated, taking the

center as 0. In addition, the
function that models the fall of
the ball on the rail is calculated.

In this practice, the objective is to
implement the distance sensor, which

involves its programming and
understanding of the I2C

communication protocol, in addition
to calculating the c of the transfer

function that represents the fall of the
ball in order to close the control

diagram in the next step.

5 h

It is expected to have the
reading of the position of the
ball on the rail in a range of

[−0.15 m 0.15 m] in
conjunction with the position

control of the motor.

6. Design and implementation of
a PID distance controller: The PID

controller of the master control
loop is calculated. Finally, the

entire project for controlling the
ball on the rail is implemented.

To complete the control loops and
carry out the reduction for the

calculation of the master PID control.
In turn, to develop the software to

control the position of the ball on the
rail. Finally, to implement it and

adjust the calculated control due to
non-linearities that were not foreseen

in the modeling of the plant.

25 h

It is expected that, at the end
of this practice, the entire

plant is operational for the
final delivery of the project.

Finally, a proposal for an evaluation rubric based on the ABET requirements is pre-
sented, which is presented in Table 7. The teacher must assign a note in one of the intervals
in which each one of the described criteria was met. In addition, the quality in the develop-
ment of each one of the points must be considered.

Table 7. The rubric used for evaluating the specific indicators based on ABET.

Specific Indicators Criteria Grade
90–100 70–89 60–69 0–59

The ability to apply the knowledge, techniques, skills, and
modern tools that will be applied in engineering and
technology activities. The student works in teams

(1) LabVIEW programming
(2) Knowledge about digital systems
(3) Ability to make measurements with sensors
(4) Performs signal conditioning of sensors
(5) PCB fabrication according to specific standards
(6) Use of communication interfaces
(7) Contribute to the team with their theoretical knowledge

Criteria 1 to 6
were almost
completed

Criteria 1 to 5
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 4
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 2
were almost
completed

The ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science,
engineering, and technology to technological problems that
require an application of principles and extensive practical
skills

(1) Design and implementation of the controller
(2) Application of techniques for tuning the controller
(3) Application of mathematical method for identification of parameters of the DC motor
(4) Use of auxiliary software for controller design

Criteria 1 to 4
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 3
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 2
were
completed

Criteria 1 was
completed

The ability to perform tests, standard measurements, and
analyze and interpret the experiments

(1) Correct use of units of measurement and scaling
(2) Correct use of the sensors
(3) Correct interpretation of the output graphs
(4) Interpretation of information on applied techniques (root locus)

Criteria 1 to 4
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 3
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 2
were
completed

Criterion 1
was
completed

The student synthesizes codes with specialized software

(1) Microcontrollers programming
(2) Knowledge to design mechanical implementation
(3) Implementation of communication protocols
(4) Perform a debugging, verification, and optimization of codes using simulation

Criteria 1 to 4
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 3
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 2
were
completed

Criterion 1
was
completed

The ability to write technical reports and express their ideas,
as well as the ability to identify and use technical
documentation

(1) Write the laboratory report in detail and in a structured, detailed manner
(2) Explain the results and conclusions in detail
(3) Include the figures and equations necessary for an appropriate explanation
(4) Correctly cites the bibliographical sources
(5) Write with appropriate language and correct grammar and spelling

Criteria 1 to 5
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 4
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 3
were
completed

Criteria 1 to 2
were
completed

4. Discussion

This project is ideal for engineering education and is based on the objectives of the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET).
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The ball and beam project allows students to explore different types of control, such
as PID control, LQR control, model predictive control (MPC) control, etc. Students can
experiment with different configurations and evaluate their performance by measuring
parameters such as the rise time, settling time, and desired position-holding accuracy.

Furthermore, this project allows students to learn about model identification and
parameter estimation, which is essential for designing automatic control systems. It also
allows them to apply theoretical concepts to a physical system and see how they work
in practice. Another important aspect is that this project is scalable and can be used to
teach students about different levels of complexity in control systems. For example, the
students can start with a simple control system and increase the complexity as they gain
more experience and skills.

In addition to its teaching application, the ball and beam project provides guidelines
for developing skills for practical applications in industry. For example, it can be used to
control the position of objects in manufacturing processes, such as the position of parts on
a production line. It can also be used in the aerospace industry to control the position of
components in flight.

In addition, the detailed example of system development and application also provides
students with meaningful hands-on experience in which they can apply and understand
the concepts and theories that they are learning.

5. Conclusions

Some of the essential aspects in this work are the various problems that are presented
to the students inherent to the hardware development and implementation process, such
as a backlash effect in the motor, which causes the rod to lean towards one of the sides,
which does not allow the ball to be correctly centered and makes it difficult to tune the
control. Another negative aspect that the student should take into account is dry friction.
This causes a higher voltage when moving the motor shaft correctly. In most cases, the
hardware difficulties drive the simulation aspects to be inconsistent with reality since
ideal instruments and materials are considered to formulate mathematical models. It
should be noted that care must be taken with the design of the hardware developed in the
methodology of this work since, if performed incorrectly, it would be impossible to identify
the plant correctly. It is important to highlight that, on many occasions, the student finds
that even though the hardware is in the best possible state, the non-linearities caused by the
prototype are not capable of exceeding the design requirements, so they must choose to try
to compensate for this through the use of software or by making changes to the components
used. Another problem that students may need help with is the correct selection of the
sample time since, with a meager time, the system cannot be controlled. On the other hand,
a very high sample time generates communication errors. It must be considered that the
inner loop must be faster than the outer loop. The proposed platform, methodology, and
evaluation were designed to support and complement the engineering education process.
It is a free access tool that can be included in the student’s training and developed from
home. This platform covers various important areas in engineering, such as electronics,
project design, instrumentation, control, and programming. Finally, the platform has the
versatility to be controlled by various methodologies, such as fuzzy control, intelligent
control, etc. Moreover, this project fits outcomes of ABET, allowing the students to fulfill
the skills required globally.
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